It's more economical than ever.

Crushed stone base can pave the way.

Chances are, a permanent surface will be specified. And the subgrade soil may consist of materials ranging from good to downright awful.

Of course you just know that weather and types of traffic will be factors.

Crushed stone base can help pave the way for a good job whether you're building a parking lot, driveway, street or highway.

Crushed stone base is homogeneous, for a consistently uniform material. It's angular. For high internal friction between particles to create interlock and provide greater support. And it's plastic. This insured greater success under climatic conditions. Together, these facts make crushed stone an ideal base for supporting permanent surface you put down.

And speaking of permanent surfaces, ask about our manual for flexible pavement design. We want to help you all we can. (Including even suggesting consulting engineers, if you'd like.)

Shiely we try to know more about commercial aggregates than anybody else in the business.

For the way you pave.

J.L. SHIELY CO.
QUALITY COMMERCIAL AGGREGATES/READY MIXED CONCRETE
1101 Snelling Ave. No.
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108
(612) 646-8601
In this Issue...

we celebrate the city. We celebrate Walt Whitman's city, Connie Goldman's city, the city as a symbol, a mirror, an inevitability. Historic preservation, conservation, restoration, the renewal of buildings and cities have been intensified. Housing, shopping and recreational facilities are being built in the center cities and competition with suburban centers is keen and vigorous. Downtown is becoming a people place again. It always was a people place, of course. There have always been town squares, drugstores, bars, diners, and now we are learning to enjoy them again. We are beginning to hear the sounds of the city again — its cries, its celebrations, its people's songs and tears. There is inequality and justice, cruelty and love, and the renewed hope that a little bit of that inequality and little bit of that cruelty can be eroded today and tomorrow and the day after. To do this we, with Walt Whitman, must make our cities not just cities, but great cities.

 Bernard Jacob
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30
4:30 p.m.

Building Products
Exhibition Hours
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
Mayor David Crombie, Mayor of Toronto
Visions for Future Cities — The Toronto Experience

VISIONS FOR THREE CITIES
The four mayors will outline their views and visions for the future physical development of their cities.

Mayor Al Hofstede — Mayor of Minneapolis
Mayor Larry Cohen — Mayor of Saint Paul
Mayor Ben Boo — Mayor of Duluth

Moderator — Jim Mildes, Chairman, Minnesota Society of Architects, Urban Design Committee

Members of the Downtown Council of Minneapolis, members of operators 85 and other concerned groups will be invited to the evening program.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31
Morning

UNDERSTANDING INCENTIVES AND TOOLS FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT
A briefing on several important new financial tools available to the client and their architect to make projects possible, plus an overview of the mortgaging financial outlook.

Minnesota Housing Finance Agency
Jim Dlugosch—Director

Incentives to Outstate Economic Development and Industrial Development Bonds
T. Trau—Director State Department of Economic Development

Special Development Districts “Tax Increment Financing” How They Work—Our Experience in Minneapolis
Tommy Thompson—City Coordinator, City of Minneapolis

An Overview of the Mortgage Financing Outlook

Rehabilitation Loans

Building Products
Exhibition Hours
11:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Lunch

LUNCHON SPEAKER
Benjamin Thompson—Benjamin Thompson & Assoc., Boston, Massachusetts

Afternoon

"THE RETURN TO THE RIVER"
Choices for Revitalizing and Enhancing the Mississippi River Corridor

A Study of How One City, Spokane, Dramatically Revitalized Its River Front

Spokane has become a dramatic example of the transformation of the river front from a railroad yard, skidrow district, into a revitalized river front. Mr. Adkison is acknowledged as being the individual giving leadership to this effort

The Citizen League's Call for the Designation of the River As a Critical Area
Todd Lefko—Member Board of Directors, Citizens League

The River and Its Future
Tom Kelly—Director of Community Resources, St. Paul
Jim Carver—Director of Urban Design, Minneapolis
Evening

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Morning

The Burlington Northern Project
Representative—Burlington Northern
Tom Hodne—The Hodne/Stageberg Partners

Main Street Project
Ben Thompson—Benjamin Thompson & Assoc., Boston, Massachusetts
Moderator—Foster Dunwiddie, AIA

ANNUAL MEETING
Focus:
Architecture Goes Public
Architecture—Its Public Responsibility
Architecture—Increasing Public Understanding
Architects—Shaping Public Policy

CHOICES IN ADAPTIVE REUSE—RECYCLING OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

A Survey of National Efforts—Adaptive Reuse—Recycling of Buildings
William Brubaker—President, Perkins-Will, Chicago

The Owners Perspective
Charles Coyer—Developer Canal Square—Washington, D.C.; Butler Square, Minneapolis

Butler Square Building
Arvid Elness—Project Architect, Miller, Hanson, Westerbeck

Observations on Adaptive Reuse—St. Paul Old Federal Courts Building—Applications to Other Smaller Projects
Tad Stahl—Stahl, Bennett, Boston, Massachusetts
Wayne Winsor—Winsor/Faricy, St. Paul

Moderator—William Scott, Chairman, Historic Resources Committee, Minnesota Society of Architects

Building Products
Exhibition Hours
11:00 a.m.—9:30 p.m.

Luncheon

LUNCHEON SPEAKER
The State of Urban Design and Architecture Today


Afternoon

CRITICAL ISSUES IN DESIGNING FOR PEOPLE'S NEEDS—HOUSING AND COMMUNITY SPACES
* The Issue of Density
  What is a Sociological and Economic Realistic Density
* The Issue of Designing for Human Needs
  People or Sociological Considerations
  How Do You Determine What People Really Want
* Economic Realities
* What will be the Shape of our Communities in the Future

Steve Parliament—Chairman, Cedar Riverside Environmental Defense Fund
Louis Sauer—Architect, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
  An architect noted for both his design and sociological sensitivity
David Cooperman, Sociologist, University of Minnesota
4:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m. - 12:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2

Afternoon

Evening

Ted Liebman—Director of Design, New York Urban Development Corporation
George Dickey—Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Chicago
Moderator—Al French, Chief of Urban Design,
The Cerny Associates, Minneapolis

GUEST NIGHT

CASINO PARTY

ARCHITECTS—EXHIBITORS
Football Kickoff Luncheon
Paul Giel—Athletic Director, University of Minnesota

Football Game
University of Minnesota Gophers vs Northwestern Wildcats

AWARDS DINNER DANCE
What You Design Is What You Get...

...and no compromise on other specification requirements!

Conventional building methods and non-concrete materials place many restrictions on architect, builder and client alike.

With GAGE concrete concepts the architect can release the fullness of his creative talent without sacrifice to builder or investor. Construction time reduced from months to weeks... fireproofing unparalleled... soundproofing unmatched... and total cost competitive in every sense.

Some of the most dramatic buildings in the Midwest feature concrete building concepts by GAGE. We invite you to explore your most demanding designs with a member of our firm. You'll re-discover that imagination is one of your greatest assets!

CONCRETE BUILDING CONCEPTS

GAGE
quality

If quality is important to you it should be reflected in your place of business: the space, the plan, the material. At Business Furniture Incorporated quality is also a complete line of business furniture. The tradition of service, planning, and design means, at BFI, quality is more than material, it is a way of doing business.
If you're thinking about buying your own phone system, ask the salesman these four questions. His answers may change your mind.

1. Listen, you say my monthly cost would be a little less if I owned my equipment, but what about the total cost over the long run? Like maintenance—does your price include repair labor costs after the guarantee expires? And how long am I going to have to hold on to the system before it pays for itself? Do you really think it'll last that long?

2. If I should move my business to a new location, how long is it going to take you to hook up my phone system and get it working again? What am I supposed to do all that time without service?

3. If the size of my business should change and my phone system can't adapt to the new size, what will that cost? Is there really any market for an outgrown and used phone system?

4. What about taxes? Is your contract written so costs are fully deductible as an operating expense, or do they fall under capital investment? How about sales tax—wouldn't that wipe out my investment credit?

There are a lot of other important questions you should ask before you make your decision. Give us a call at 333-4471 and we'll be glad to fill you in on all of them.

Get the whole story first.
Call 333-4471.

Northwestern Bell
The Pioneer, in metal fabrication

PIONEER BUILDING, ST. PAUL. Prestige office structure, built in 1889. Problem: how best to enclose 16-story spiral staircase to meet current fire code, yet retain structure's highly unique openness and not destroy the past. Solution: low profile metal fabricated frame, using sizeable panels of fire resistant wire glass. Photo above clearly shows attainment of objectives.

TOLTZ, KING, DUVALL, ANDERSON & ASSOCIATES INC., ARCHITECTS/ENGINEERS. LOVERING ASSOCIATES, INC., CONTRACTORS. Metal fabrication and installation by Minnesota Fence & Iron Works, Inc.
THE PROFESSIONALS KNOW

We're Proud To Serve The Most Respected Names In The Profession

Minnesota's Leading Suppliers To Architects & Engineers

A&EBLUEPRINT
SUPPLY COMPANY
MINNEAPOLIS
DULUTH
HIBBING OFFICE SUPPLY
HIBBING

for everything from drawing pencils to electronic distance measurers . . . for more than fifty years
and the case of the wall of great strength.

Brick and Block were accused of claiming that their strength was greater than other building materials.

Perry Masonry, however, pointed out to the jury that this, is, in fact, true. Masonry has great compressive strength, superior fire-resistant quality and minimal need for maintenance. Brick and Block are able to provide a safer and more durable wall.

The verdict: case dismissed; proving once again that when you want the best, build with masonry.

minnesota masonry institute

7851 Metro Parkway Suite 103
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420
Phone: 612-854-0196
if the sky is not the limit...

BUT SOME FIGURE CONSIDERABLY LOWER IS

...then letting separate bids for Mechanical, Electrical and General construction can help.

Separate competitive bidding reduces total construction costs by a significant amount. Because bidding is opened to all qualified contractors, the middleman is eliminated.

The contracts are awarded to reputable mechanical contracting firms who assure technical knowledge, experience, and quality workmanship at a bid price.

The results are better efficiency for architects and engineers, proven economy for clients.

Separate contracts, with all their built-in advantages, help solve money problems in a world where the sky is no longer the limit.

ST. PAUL PIPING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PLUMBING • HEATING • COOLING CONTRACTORS

OF MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL
Pella Clad windows rise to the occasion.

Pella Clad windows are getting more than just occasional use in high rise buildings. Because the Pella Clad Window System combines the excellent insulating qualities and natural beauty of wood windows with an acrylic color coated aluminum skin, All of which makes Pella Clad Wood Windows the natural choice in low maintenance, energy conserving window systems.
Some Sandwiches Save Scarce Supplies of Fuel

Conserve energy by covering your next building with prestressed concrete insulated sandwich wall panels. You can cast clean, durable, fire resistant concrete around as much insulation as you require, or let us do it for you by calling

WELLS PRESTRESSED CONCRETE PRODUCTS COMPANY

Phone: 507/553-3138
WELLS, MINNESOTA 56097
hardwood flooring.

a natural consideration in contemporary architecture.

Visit Northwestern Flooring and Lumber in booth #42 at the AIA Convention. Stop by and see the natural beauty of hardwood floors from Bruce Hardwood Flooring and Wood Mosaic Corp. As a distributor of interior wood products, Northwestern Flooring and Lumber can supply you with specified architectural mouldings and selected hardwood products from across our land. Rediscover the natural look of hardwood products.

northwestern flooring and lumber co.

Distributors of interior wood products since 1889
800 Vandalia Street, Saint Paul MN 55114  612 646 7977
ROLLIN B. CHILD INC.

DISTRIBUTORS

Childcrest

AND OTHER FINE CARPETS

ALDON • COLUMBUS • UNIROYAL CUSHION

QUALITY CERAMIC TILES
ROMANY • SPARTAN • MONARCH
SUMMITVILLE TILES
RELATED PRODUCTS

call or write:

Rollin B. Child, Inc.
DISTRIBUTOR
420 Excelsior Ave. West Hopkins, Minn. 55344
PHONE: 612-938-2785

Over 20 years of service to the construction industry for ceramic tile, carpets and related products.

indispensable working tools for every architect...

The Builders Exchanges of Minnesota, through their close contact with all elements of the building industry and the design firms, supply a genuine service at all stages.
Use our facilities on every project.

- Builders Exchange of St. Paul
  445 Farrington St., St. Paul 55103

- Duluth Builders Exchange
  206 Hotel Duluth, Duluth 55802

- Minneapolis Builders Exchange
  1123 Glenwood Ave., Minneapolis 55405
SAUNA SUITE
...the steamroom you install in any bathtub or shower

Sauna Suite provides the healthful relaxation of a club sauna or steam bath without the need for additional floor space, separate rooms and costly fixtures. Because, the bathtub and shower area has much of the Sauna Suite installation built in. For complete information call us at (612) 425-2425. Or write us.

Installs quickly almost anywhere

10907-93rd Ave. N.
Osseo, MN 55369

Please send me complete information:

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ___________________ STATE ________ ZIP ________

SEE SAUNA SUITE AND CORLGLAS SCULPTURED FIBERGLASS BATHTUBS AND SHOWER STALLS AT THE A.I.A. CONVENTION & REGIONAL CONFERENCE.

Before you buy a slide rule calculator

Compare the Corvus 411

New Corvus 411 slide rule calculator with memory

$69.95

The new Corvus 411, at $69.95, is the only popular-priced slide rule calculator with the extra features you need. Features like *Direct Access Memory *Unique Exchange Key to let you see what's stored in memory without disturbing your display total. *Automatic Constants on the four basic functions and more.

Compare the Extra Value of Corvus for Yourself

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand/Model</th>
<th>Corvus 411</th>
<th>SR-10</th>
<th>SR-11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$69.95*</td>
<td>$69.95*</td>
<td>$79.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Access Memory</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique Exchange Key</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Constants</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Pi</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Notation</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic $\frac{1}{x}$ (\sqrt{x})</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Floating Decimal</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC and Rechargeable Operation</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Suggested Retail List Price — Aug. 15, 1974

Corvus Competes... with more value in calculators for engineers. Available at Schaak Electronic Stores, Team Electronic Stores & Dayton's Dept. Stores.
are your plans complete?

Many Architects know that in addition to providing a beautiful setting for their buildings, landscaping with trees, flowers and grass help to make our environment a more healthy place in which to live and work. Plants consume carbon dioxide, nitrates and phosphates; in return they produce clean moisture and pure oxygen so we all can breathe more easily. Without water, plants cannot live, but irrigation can provide a life support system for them.

Johns-Manville, who are the largest and oldest manufacturer of irrigation products in the world, can supply you with the widest available variety of sprinklers and pipe products. MILSCO ENGINEERING can help you to design these components into the most practical irrigation system to fit any of your plans. Our engineering staff of design consultants can assist you with plans and sprinkler specifications for any project. Catalogs, specification guides and additional information can be obtained by visiting booth #22 at the 1974 conference or phone us at 612-724-3655.
The great city is that which has the greatest man or woman; If it be a few ragged huts, it is still the greatest city in the whole world.
The place where the great city stands is not the place of stretch’d wharves, docks, manufactures, deposits of produce, Nor the place of ceaseless salutes of new comers, or the anchor-lifters of the departing, Nor the place of the tallest and costliest buildings, or shops selling goods from the rest of the earth, Nor the place of the best libraries and schools — nor the place where money is plentiest, Nor the place of the most numerous population.

Where the city stands with the brawniest breed of orators and bards; Where the city stands that is beloved by these, and loves them in return, and understands them; Where no monuments exist to heroes, but in the common words and deeds; Where thrift is in its place, and prudence is in its place; Where the men and women think lightly of the laws; Where the slave ceases, and the master of slaves ceases; Where the populace rise at once against the never-ending audacity of elected persons; Where fierce men and women pour forth, as the sea to the whistle of death pours its sweeping and unript waves; Where outside authority enters always after the precedence of inside authority; Where the citizen is always the head and ideal — and President, Mayor, Governor, and what not, are agents for pay; Where children are taught to be laws to themselves, and to depend on themselves; Where equanimity is illustrated in affairs; Where speculations on the Soul are encouraged; Where women walk in public processions in the streets, the same as the men, Where they enter the public assembly and take places the same as the men; Where the city of the faithfulest friends stands; Where the city of cleanliness of the sexes stands; Where the city of the healthiest fathers stands; Where the city of the best-bodied mothers stands, There the great city stands.
Where People Choose to Live and Work

By Neil C. Gustafson and Mark E. Cohan

This article is excepted from the report "Population Mobility in the Upper Midwest: Trends, Prospects and Policies," recently published by the Upper Midwest Council, Minneapolis. The summary and selected sections pertaining to the Twin Cities' area are reprinted here.

Summary

As birth rates and population growth decline, population movement becomes an increasingly significant aspect of population change. The shifts in place of residence and daily commuting patterns are usually expressions of where people have chosen to live and work. There is almost always a two-way flow of population, with some migration going even to those areas that have experienced a heavy out-migration.

A general summary of significant population flows between areas across the Upper Midwest is presented in Table 1. Movers are divided into three general, but not all-inclusive, categories: single young adults, families with children, and retirement age persons, represented in the table by the letters S, F and R. It is important to keep in mind that these letters do not suggest equivalent volumes of population flow. While migration volumes and rates are generally highest among single young adults and lowest among retirement age persons, they cannot be adequately quantified from the available data for the types of areas presented here. The generalizations presented in Table 1 are based upon inferences drawn from a wide variety of Census Data and other sources.

Altogether about 309,000 more persons left than came into the Upper Midwest between 1960 and 1970. A net out-migration of population between 1960 and 1970 was experienced from areas highly specialized in agriculture, mining and transportation — results of declining employment. A net immigration of population was experienced in and near most diversified urban service centers (especially where colleges were also located); within convenient commuting distances of the larger employment centers (particularly the Twin Cities); and in certain areas of physical amenities. While economic opportunities are the most important factors influencing migration, non-economic factors are usually intermixed.

Migration rates decline as age increases, being highest among young adults and lowest among the elderly. Significant modifying factors are education and occupation. For example, middle aged, blue collar workers with up to a high school education, tend to be significantly less mobile than young, college educated professional persons. Families with young children are attracted to the medium sized sub-metropolitan communities (about 10,000 to 50,000 population). Only one of 11 SMSA core counties in the Upper Midwest experienced a net in-migration of this population group between 1960 and 1970 — Olmsted, Minnesota.

The larger cities, particularly Minneapolis and St. Paul, tend to function as "staging areas", attracting single young adults for later dispersal. Where in-migrant single young adults are attracted to rental areas, often in the core cities, in-migrant families tend to purchase homes in the suburbs. In the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area, few core city residents move directly to new

| TABLE I | SIGNIFICANT UPPER MIDWEST POPULATION MOVEMENTS |
| FROM | TO | Farm Service Center | Diverse Service Center | Metro Core/Rental | Metro Established Neighborhood | Metro New Suburban | Exurban | Amenity Area | Outside Upper Midwest |
| Farm | R | SFR | S |
| Farm Service Center | F | SFR | S |
| Diversified Service Center | SF | S |
| Metro Core/Rental | SF | SFR | F | F | FR | SFR |
| Metro Established Neighborhood | S | F | F |
| Metro New Suburban | F | S | F | F | FR | SFR |
| Exurban | SF | S | F |
| Amenity Area | S | S |
| Outside Upper Midwest | SF | S | F | F |

S = Single Young Adults | F = Families with Children | R = Retirement Age Persons

September-October, 1974
suburban housing developments; even fewer suburban residents move into the core cities. The Twin Cities Area experiences a heavy net immigration from the Upper Midwest which more than offsets a net outflow from the Twin Cities Area to other major metropolitan areas across the United States.

Improved highway access is closely related to the patterns of population dispersal around urban centers, providing a greater range of residential choice without severing employment ties. Thus commutation often functions as a substitute for migration. Highway access can also stimulate the dispersal of jobs from urban concentrations.

Migration tends to benefit the individual in economic terms, and promotes the operation of the national labor market by attracting people from employment surplus areas to employment shortage areas. National studies suggest that people who migrate are inclined to be ambitious, enterprising and achievement oriented; thus, presumably, potential leadership is drawn from one area to another. Communities that experience net in-migration of population not only benefit from new human resources, but also tend to draw new capital investments that compound their growth momentum.

Whereas migration serves the general interests of the individual and the national labor market, it seems to work in opposition to the orderly management of communities that experience rapid growth and to the vitality of communities that experience a continued net outflow of population. In this sense, migration presents a classic example of countering principles: individual freedom and social obligation. Likewise, the policy recommendations set forth by the study's advisory committee, express both a need to encourage maximum freedom for individuals to move or not move, and a need to enhance the quality of life for areas affected by population movements.

IN-MIGRATION TO THE MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL SMSA,* 1965-1970.
FROM ALL STATE ECONOMIC AREAS IN THE UNITED STATES

MAP 7

The Minneapolis-St. Paul Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) includes the counties of Anoka, Chisago, Hennepin, Ramsey and Washington.

DUWE Dulite

the ideal way of integrating “ROOF DECKS” and structure for an economical and rational building

Not only are DUWE DULITE ROOF DECKS an economical engineering approach for tasteful architectural expression, but much more too. For example, DULITE ROOF DECKS —

• Have a two-hour fire retardant value as stated by the Insurance Rating Bureau. This means building owners are assured a higher safety factor and lower insurance premiums.
• Are Underwriters’ Laboratories approved.
• Have a high insulating quality that is equal to 2” rigid board insulation.
• Permit energy savings through reduced heating costs.
• Help owners meet OSHA requirements for sound control because of their acoustical effectiveness (NRC = .75).
• Allow for “nailability” where desired to cover them with various types of roofing materials on sloped or flat roofs.
• Have a light, gray natural finish that can easily be spray-painted.
• Are produced with a “textured surface” for added decorative attractiveness.

• Weigh no more than 10 pounds per square foot.
• Are made with DuCrete aggregate, the lightest and strongest aggregate available.
• Consist of roof slabs in three thicknesses — 3”, 3-1/2”, and 4” and a variety of lengths up to 8’4”. Standard lengths are 4 and 5 foot.

CONTACT —
DUWE
PRECAST CONCRETE

THE DUWE SYSTEM
Migration to and from the Twin Cities Area

The Minneapolis-St. Paul Area is by far the largest urban concentration of the region, with a 1970 population of 1,813,647 or 27% of the Upper Midwest total. The Twin Cities Area serves as the major commercial-cultural center in the region. The characteristics of population attraction from the region and dispersal of population to the region are symptomatic of this relationship.

The Twin Cities SMSA experienced a net in-migration of population for both the 1955-1960 and the 1965-1970 periods. Between those two periods, the volume of in-migration increased by 26% and the volume of out-migration increased by 44%, while the total population of the five-county SMSA increased by 22.4%. The number of in-migrants declined from 138 to 135, while out-migrants from the Twin Cities increased from 110 to 122 per 1,000 population. Between these census periods, the volume of migration increased to and from all areas of the United States with one exception: the out-flow from the Twin Cities to California declined by 7%.

Most of the in-migration to the Twin Cities area comes from the cities, towns and rural areas of the Upper Midwest, and most of the out-flow goes back to those same areas. Between 1965 and 1970, 37.2% of in-migrants to the Twin Cities Area came from elsewhere in Minnesota; 30.3% came from Upper Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota and Montana; and the remaining 32.5% came from the other 42 states of the United States. Those who had lived in a foreign country in 1965, accounted for less than one percent of the Twin Cities Area population in 1970. Of those who left the Twin Cities Area to go elsewhere in the United States between 1965 and 1970, 31.5% went to the nearby counties of SEA’s Four and Six, each of which experienced a net in-migration from the Twin Cities Area.

The most significant shift in population movement between the 1955-1960 period and the 1965-1970 period was the out-flow of population from the Twin Cities Area to elsewhere in Minnesota which increased by 74% from 35,951 to 62,573. More than half of this out-flow from the Twin Cities Area went to the nearby counties of SEA’s Four and Six, each of which experienced a net in-migration from the Twin Cities Area.

An important population exchange occurs between the Twin Cities Area and many of the major metropolitan areas across the United States. Among the metropolitan areas which experienced a population exchange (Continued on page 237)
I love my cities in the early morning. Streets are empty. You can hear a single car moving down the avenue, the tires on the blacktop. It's just me and the early workers: the dawn deliveries, the newsboy, the postman, the all-night cafe, the 5 a.m. shift, the left-overs of the night. Quiet, private, unused, mostly sleeping cities. The people of my cities will soon return to the almost empty stage. It will be curtain time. The sun will rise on the real-life stage set and the cities will fill with the characters of this day's performance.

A city is buildings. Different spaces, different places and different paces because people make buildings come to life. The play begins. The dialogue begins:

"Good morning. Nice day, eh?"
"Hi there. You look fresh and smiling this morning."
"Wow! Cold morning. I was lucky my car even started. Did yours?"
"Hey, Bill... can we meet for a quick lunch today?"

Downtown, shopping centers, office buildings, restaurants, shops, buses, cabs, streets. I love the city when the buildings take on life from the people.

My cities have beautiful lakes. They are something very special and rare. Lush green beauty surrounding them in Summer, later, the hues and smells of Fall, a crisp chill in Winter, melting ice as a prelude to the coming green of Spring. In all seasons the lakes come alive with the people that enjoy them. People together: swimming, sailing, fishing, skating, moving, sharing. People alone: reading, thinking, watching, sunning, jogging. The lakes are healers and helpers as well as playmates. I love the backdrop of the downtown skylines highlighting the privateness of the public lakes.

My cities are music, theater and

Connie Goldman is a reporter-producer on the news staff of Minnesota Educational Radio and a confirmed urbanist.
Performances in Northrop . . . 5,000 people. A concert on the Mall, 300 people. Music in the parks, art museums, converted garages, old warehouses. Theater at the Guthrie, at the Chimera, theater in the streets, plays performed in an abandoned movie theater, improvisations in a church. Art at the Walker, the Minnesota Museum and the Art Institute, crafts at the shopping center, sculpture in the schoolyard, weaving at the community center. Not just places . . . but people, things and feelings.


The charm and pride of our cities. Some say the Minneapolis-St. Paul area is the best place in the country. A unique combination of urban advantages and rural simplicity. Prosperous, growing, building, forward looking. Concerned city councils, active, vigilant police forces, progressive educational systems. Good and growing cities. Clean fresh air, open spaces, green grass in abundance.

The dialogue continues:

"These cities have the advantages of the country in the city. Just far enough away from the crime of New York and the freakiness of Los Angeles."

"These are just little cities grown up. We've managed to preserve the best of that small town feeling."

I love my cities. The change of moods, change of pace, change of seasons. Many times I gaze with pride on the scenic beauty or the accomplishment of growth. It's easy and comfortable to stop there. But I won't do that. The script would be romantic and nostalgic and too many of the cities' people wouldn't appear
on my imaginary stage.

Our cities have their underprivileged, their ignored. All large metropolitan areas have their old, sick, intoxicated, poor, neglected, distressed and dispossessed. Their story is part of my cities too. Their problems, ambitions, hurts and needs are all part of the experience of my cities. With citizens pride, I'll acknowledge the beauty, comfort and opportunity of Minneapolis and St. Paul. With citizen's responsibility, I'll call attention to the need and pain that often go unheeded.

There is loneliness, harshness, sadness in my cities. There is dishonesty and privilege, unfairness and deprivation. We are not so much protected by a pure country air or a simple mid-west way to escape what a city creates and then ignores. It's part of the scenario of the city.

The sun sets with wonderful brilliance on the real-life stage set and the characters of the evening performance in the city appear on the scene. Magnificent lakes, stately skyline, spreading freeways. The old disappearing, the new taking over. The places are really the people; all of them. The fabric of a city is the life of its people. That's the real color, texture and dimension of my cities . . . Minneapolis and St. Paul. ■
A dramatic new plan to transform Seventh Street in downtown Saint Paul — from the Civic Center on the west to Smith Park and Lowertown on the east — into a nine-block "people place" has been proposed by Operation '85.

Operation '85 is an organization of business, labor and community leaders dedicated to redeveloping Saint Paul and committed to getting these plans carried out not later than 1985.

Basis for the proposal is the elimination of automobile traffic on Seventh Street and, as a result, the opportunity to reuse the street surface for people-oriented activity.

The Seventh Place proposal is the first major step in Operation 85's comprehensive work program for redeveloping and revitalizing downtown Saint Paul.

The Seventh Place plan focuses on new downtown office parks, revitalized entertainment centers, expanded shopping facilities, in-town residential development, fringe area parking, green spaces and new ideas for efficiently moving people, goods and vehicles through the downtown area. Seven Place is the focal point but the project affects the entire downtown area. The plan is built upon a number of major developments that have been completed, are in the planning stages or are already under way.

According to the proposal, Seventh Place would serve as the spine connecting seven adjoining areas, each with its own identity.

Office Place — An in-town office park on the triangular shaped property between the Civic Center and St. Peter Street. The plan calls for offices and other related buildings set...
in a park-like atmosphere, with fringe area auto parking.

**Entertainment Place** — Theaters, restaurants, pubs and other entertainment in area that currently is location of Northstar and Orpheum Theaters. The proposal would permit use of the street surface for a variety of people-oriented entertainment activities.

**Shopping Place** — Stretching from Wabasha to Robert Streets, this section would continue as a vital retail center of downtown Saint Paul.

**Commercial Place** — Includes land in area bounded by Seventh and Tenth, Robert and Wacouta Streets. Would provide a new setting for the present Metro Square Building and be made up of both commercial and office facilities. It would also be the entrance to the Lowertown development.

**Housing Place** — Location for in-town apartments and condominiums on the site of the present Union Gospel Mission.

**Lowertown** — Area being restored by Norman Mears to capture old-town atmosphere, with contemporary comforts. Will include shops, restaurants and in-town residential facilities in Smith Park area.

**State Office Place** — New state government office building, possibly constructed over Interstate I-94. Could tie into Seventh Place plan for orderly flow of people from State Capitol complex to downtown Saint Paul.

The new concept to use the Seventh Street surface for pedestrian activity is based on a public decision to institute a new downtown street system that eliminates all auto traffic on Seventh. Under a recently approved long-range street program, Eighth Street would carry one-way traffic eastbound from Wabasha and eventually tie into I-94. Ninth Street would carry westbound traffic for the same section. Fifth and Sixth Streets would continue as one-way traffic movers through the Saint Paul loop.
A portion of the present Seventh Street retail shopping area.

Seventh Place makes possible a roofed-over, climate-controlled galleria or downtown shopping center.

Seventh Street divides much of the present entertainment area.

Seventh Place becomes a vital part of a variety of entertainment activities, offering an exciting setting for people activities.
The AIA Asks Why? Why Not?

A presentation of environmental concerns by The Minnesota Society of Architects

This feature was prepared by Winston A. Close, FAIA, member of the Minnesota Society of Architects' Urban Design Steering Committee. Mr. Close is a principal in the Minneapolis firm of Close Associates. He was formerly also Advisory Architect to the University of Minnesota as well as professor in the School of Architecture.

The reader will recognize many of the scenes covered in this series. Some relate to planning. Some relate to administrative policy. Some relate to aesthetics. Some relate simply to good urban housekeeping.

Often the quick answer to "why" is lower first cost. The mobile home, for example, can be purchased more cheaply than a permanent house. However, apart from safety considerations, its useful life span is short and its annual maintenance cost is high. Careful husbandry of resources requires that, by way of broad policy, we think of buildings in terms of life — time cost, minimum maintenance, conservation of energy — rather than in terms of initial investment.

In our cities can we justify, and in the long run can we afford, the energy-consuming, moth-eaten urban fabric resulting from parking lots occupying more space than buildings? If there is no better functional solution, what can be done to make the parking lots visually acceptable?

What can the individual do to eliminate the "whys" and encourage the "why nots"? He can start by taking a constructive look at his own neighborhood, his own community, his own city. He can communicate with his councilman, his representative, his planning officials. With his neighbors he can exert a powerful influence on these decision makers.

The Minnesota Society of Architects invites your participation in the resolution of environmental concerns.

Why despoil a suburban site?

Why not enhance it?
Why tolerate parking meters on East River Road, a hazard to traffic requirement lanes?

Why not restore the views and reduce the hazard?

Why affront customers with bleak acres of asphalt?

Why not offer them good architecture and good landscape design?

Why expose tanks and equipment on roof tops?

Why not realize that the silhouette completes the design?
ARRIGONI BROTHERS COMPANY

TERRAZZO • CERAMIC TILE • MARBLE
Epoxy and Cement Exposed Aggregate Panels cast in place or precast
PREEMA SPECIAL WALL FINISHES
WALKS

DRIVES

PATIOS

CEMENT FLOORS

Founded in 1927

BRAUN ENGINEERING TESTING
An Expansion of Soil Engineering Services, Inc.

MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL
6800 S. County Rd. 18, P.O. Box 35108
Minneapolis, Minn. 55435
Tel. 612/941-5600

NORTHERN MINNESOTA
3219 E. 19th Ave., Hibbing, Minn. 55746
Tel. 218/263-8869

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
SOILS AND MATERIALS
• Test Borings
• Foundation Engineering and Recommendations
• Inspection of Construction
• Material Testing of Soils, Concrete, Bituminous and Building Components

INDUSTRIAL COATINGS, INC.
HIGHWAY 101 & CTY. RD. 36
BOX 63C
ROGERS, MINN. 55374

VISIT BOOTH 19 AT THE A.I.A. SHOW
FOR THE MOST SILENT WORDS IN SOUND CONTROL
• FEATURING -
  • ACOUSTICAL CONTROL
  • COMPUTERIZED SERVICES
  • ARCHITECTURAL TREATMENT
  • INSULATION

Why destroy a wall with crude graphics?
Why not enhance it?

Why blight a residential area with junk cars?
Why not enhance it with usable open space?

Flair Fountains
develop personality of distinction

Milsco Engineering
4501 HIAWATHA AVE
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55406
Design Consultants
Fountain effects of all sizes

Northwest Architect
The Minnesota Weavers' Guild is sponsoring a Fiber Fair in November to announce the availability of a largely untapped pool of talented amateurs and professionals producing decorative objects for home and office.

The fair will be in the Weavers' Guild headquarters, 427½ Cedar Avenue, Minneapolis, and the dates are November 15-17. The fair will be open to the public from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on November 15 and 16 and from noon until 5 p.m. on November 17.

In the past the guild has sponsored an annual Craft Fair that included other crafts such as pottery, stained glass, wood carving and silver included other crafts such as pottery, stained glass, wood carving and silver jewelry. Much of the sale items fell in the knick-knack category and appealed to a clientele that wanted to do a little pre-Christmas shopping.

However, with the increase in membership and a more favorable location, the guild has struck out on its own with a scale that is confined to fiber objects, all produced by guild members. Emphasis will be on quality — all items will be pre-screened by a panel of experts — and it is expected that the fair will have broad appeal.

Wall hangings, as well as other decorative items for the home, will be featured in this Fiber Fair. Wearing apparel, baskets, table mats and runners, quilts, rugs, pillows and fiber jewelry, all hand-made with care by experienced craftsmen, are a few of the other items which will be offered for sale.

The site as well as the sale may be of interest to many. The Weavers' Guild is housed in historic Dania Hall, an 88-year-old landmark in the Cedar-Riverside area of Minneapolis. The building was erected by the Dania Society, a benevolent association formed by the Danish-American community to help young Danish immigrants adjust to life in the United States. The building was done in a high Victorian electric style.

The Minnesota Weavers' Guild itself is getting on; it will be celebrating its 35th anniversary next year. Formed in 1940 by a nucleus of University of Minnesota faculty wives, the organization has grown.
rom a membership of 30 to its present 750. The main function of the guild is education, as each year there are some 850 registrations for classes in weaving, spinning, macrame, creative stitchery, basketry, bobbin lace, tapestry, color and design.

In line with the guild's aim of furthering interest in weaving and spinning, guild members exhibit and demonstrate regularly at historical sites and museums, schools, shopping centers, the Minnesota State Fair and many art and craft fairs. One of the big exhibits this year was the show the guild put on in September in the First National Bank of St. Paul. Weaving and spinning were also demonstrated by guild members in conjunction with that show.

SK3 Stacking Chair

Tuohy Furniture Corporation has added a new moderately priced stack chair to the SK series. The new SK-3 combines the same quality and durability as the SK-1 and SK-2 arm chair.

It's a great, very versatile little oak chair and the Tuohy people would be pleased to provide you with more information on SK-3 as well as other fine furnishings.

CONTACT:
Tuohy Furniture Corporation
Chatfield, Minnesota 55923
507 867-4280

Tuohy

A COMPUTER PERSPECTIVE

Both of these books are attractive, rather superficial historical surveys, one of the 'modern style' in design and the other of the origins and the first lines of development of the computer. The second is based on a three-dimensional wall-hung exhibition prepared by the Eames office for IBM and it essentially keeps this quality in the book, although it lacks the depth of the original. Its text, which its blurb dignifies by the name of essay, is fractured into hundreds of notes, captions, explanations and titles.

The first suggests that it was originally based on a series of slide lectures. It is a sort of miniature Bettman Archive. The text is all of a piece, occupying two-thirds of the pages. It has some continuity and points to make although, essentially, it is just a series of paragraphs about the accompanying pictures. It is these pictures, myriads of them, fascinating as they are and central as they are to the book itself, which seriously impair the volume. Their tiny size (2 x 2 module) and uniformity of dimensions make the larger subjects almost impossible to see clearly as well as having the effect of scrambling scale and significance.

Cathedrals, bathrooms, oil paintings and toasters line up in a rigid drill to pass our eyes.

The Eames system of producing their book has cut this rigid time and space linearity and provided a much more interesting and actually more balanced and rational approach to the subject. ■ RGT

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
Continental Buff Travertine Marble from Idaho installed on entrance walls of bank — columns and teller wicket cages.

First Federal Savings and Loan is adjacent to south side of IDS Towers in which Twin City Tile and Marble Co. installed the walls of Roman Travertine Marble from Italy.

Twin City Tile and Marble Company
Tile, Marble and Terrazzo Contractors
219 East Island Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401
Telephone Federal 2-8785

Building a gazebo, a fish house, a tree house, or any other kind of hideaway?
A cabin by the lake . . . Look at others, read about materials, construction, costs, yes, even style . . . subscribe to the Northwest Architect. Send in the coupon below today and you won’t be missing it anymore.

Yes, I want the Northwest Architect and before you raise the subscription rate. Here are my $5.00 and my name is________________________. I pick up my mail at________________________(Street), in________________________(Town), and that Zip Number is________________________.

Send to Northwest Architect: 2117 West River Road, No., Minneapolis 55411.
Unless you are a descriptive geometry buff you may be turned off at first glance by this book for it looks like an over-illustrated geometry text, but look again and puzzle through it a bit and you will find it holds some solutions to knotty problems faced when trying to illustrate the third dimension. Shadows, arches, vaults and circular stairs have been used since the Renaissance as hurdles for the student to test himself and show his stuff. Those days are gone for we are longer on technique and tools and shorter on time. However, an understanding of these methods is still basic to any illustration and the effort put into understanding of these methods is still basic to any illustration and the effort put into understanding them is rewarded with a feeling of certainty on the matter that only knowing can give.

The text is step-by-step as the title says and the line illustrations follow suit.

This might be a good supplementary text to a course in architectural illustration. It could be useful but is not stimulating in itself.

DODGE MANUAL FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION PRICING AND SCHEDULING 1974
By Dodge Building Cost Services, McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company, Box NA, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020:

Reviewed by James Kellett
Jim Kellett is a principal of Team 70 Architects, Saint Paul.

The continued excellence of this Dodge Pricing Manual is apparent to anyone who has used previous editions. The productivity data alongside unit cost data is especially usable by contractor estimators and architect-construction manager firms.

A “new wrinkle” this year is the Dodge Manual Computer Estimating Service offered in conjunction with the Construction Computer Services Division of Wood and Tower Inc. At reasonable cost, the estimator can utilize printed forms, not unlike those used for manual calculation, to provide computer input for automatic quantity extension, subtotals, pricing, sorting and printing out of his estimates. Blank input forms for photocopying are included and samples of computer output are shown.

Obviously a time saver, the computer estimating services accepts page and line numbers from the pricing catalog sections, but prints out descriptive detail in its reports. The output is built around the uniform construction index cost analysis format.

The manual is well indexed around the CSI divisional format with bold identification numbers placed for quick location of detail material. The adjustment indices cover 84 U.S. cities in 50 trade categories and in-
**A REMINDER...**

. . . WORK CURRENTLY UNDER CONSTRUCTION MAY REQUIRE TEMPORARY HEATING THIS WINTER.

**TEMP-HEAT OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SERVICES . . .**

* EXAMINING TEMPORARY HEATING SPECIFICATIONS AND ADVISING HOW THEY CAN BE MOST ECONOMICALLY MET
* ESTIMATING HEATING COSTS AND HELPING YOU ESTABLISH A WINTER HEATING SCHEDULE
* PROVIDING ASSISTANCE IN LOCATING AND EXPEDITING GAS SERVICE
* PROVIDING THE MOST ECONOMICAL SIZE HEATER FOR A JOB WHEN AND WHERE IT IS NEEDED
* PROVIDING ROUTINE INSPECTION AND 24 HR./DAY SERVICE ASSISTANCE

WE HELP MAKE OUR CUSTOMERS MORE COMPETITIVE

---

**DEPENDABLE STREMELO CLAD FIRE DOORS**

Dependable Stremel Tin Clad Fire Doors will save thousands of dollars in property loss, insurance costs and prevention of business interruption . . . as it did when the Purina Mills Storage building in Minneapolis burned recently. The Stremel Tin Clad fire Doors held, confining the blaze to the rear of the building.

**AUTOMATIC CLOSING PREVENTS FIRE TRANSITION THROUGH OPENINGS IN FIRE WALLS.**

Metal & Tin Clad Doors & Grilles

(Approved by National Board Fire Underwriters)

**STREMELO BROS. Mfg. Co.**

260 Plymouth Ave. No.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55411

---

**STRUCTURAL STONE WARE, INTRESTADO TILE**

**WENCZEL TILE**

**KATELO CERAMICS**

**TEC ADHESIVES**

- **Minnesota Tile Supply**

4825 France Avenue North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55429
Telephone 612-556-2484

**WANT LIGHTING IDEAS?**

941-5040

**JERRY CARNES ASSOCIATES**

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES

7036 Willow Creek Rd.
Eden Prairie, MN 55343

---

**WHEN YOU THINK OF TILE**

ALWAYS THINK OF US
eludes a general adjustment index for each locality as well. The 1974 Dodge Manual, with the new computer estimating service must be considered a superior reference and service for the practitioner.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION COST DATA 1974

"Means" should remain a key cost reference at the architect's hand. It is still a valuable tool for the casual estimator as well as the man who works in daily contact with construction costs.

In this new edition, crew makeup and daily output columns have been added to the numerical data. These can aid the architect in cost analysis, particularly during construction administration phases. At $9.50, this is an excellent handbook purchase.

For a public meeting in a private place or a private meeting in a public place the Minnesota Society of Architects Speakers Bureau can provide qualified speakers in subjects of interest, e.g. residential architecture, trends in contemporary design, energy conservation, etc. For information and requests, contact the Minnesota Society of Architects, Suite 100, Northwestern National Bank Building, Saint Paul 55101, telephone (612) 227-0761.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION COST DATA 1974

"Means" should remain a key cost reference at the architect's hand. It is still a valuable tool for the casual estimator as well as the man who works in daily contact with construction costs.

In this new edition, crew makeup and daily output columns have been added to the numerical data. These can aid the architect in cost analysis, particularly during construction administration phases. At $9.50, this is an excellent handbook purchase.

For a public meeting in a private place or a private meeting in a public place the Minnesota Society of Architects Speakers Bureau can provide qualified speakers in subjects of interest, e.g. residential architecture, trends in contemporary design, energy conservation, etc. For information and requests, contact the Minnesota Society of Architects, Suite 100, Northwestern National Bank Building, Saint Paul 55101, telephone (612) 227-0761.
ARCHITECTS

Insist on CAST STONE (Artstone) to meet Federal Specifications SS-S-721C for your next project.

You can have several finishes and colors all in the same building.

Write or call us for a Cost Estimate.

AMERICAN ARTSTONE COMPANY
New Ulm, Minnesota
Phone: 507/354-8835
or
ROBERT J. SNOW, Representative
Phone: 374-1216
Minneapolis

WATERPROOF

THOROSEAL FINISHES FOR EXTERIOR CONCRETE
CALL
CONPRO, INC.
781-9583
UNIV. & 30th AVE. N.E., MPLS.

Benoit Inc.
DISTRIBUTORS/FABRICATORS/INSTALLERS

STEEL — Structural, Joists, Deck
- PPG Industries  Glasweld
- National Gypsum  Facad and Qasal
- Weyerhaeuser  Plasti-Clad
- Kaiser Mirawal  Panel 15
- Johns-Manville  Porcelain on Steel
- Facades  Facespan
- Corbels  Corspan
- Flash  Expand-O-Flash

THE MOST THERMALLY EFFICIENT TAPERED ROOF INSULATION SYSTEM AVAILABLE

635 NORTH PRIOR AVENUE
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55104
612-646-1387

ANNOUNCEMENT:

A development opportunity at Nicollet/Lake

The Project:
An entertainment center comprising restaurants, bars, bowling, theaters, health clubs, tennis courts

The location:
Two to four acres at the corner of Nicollet Avenue and Lake Streets

The opportunity:
Minneapolis will receive proposals for development of the entire center (including design, development, financing, construction, and management) or individual activities in mid-December.

A meeting to discuss the venture has been scheduled:
Place: The President Cafe, 3021 Nicollet Avenue
Date: Thursday, October 31, 1974
Time: 2:00 PM

You are invited to attend.

For information call 348-6519.
City of Minneapolis
850 Pillsbury Bldg.
Minneapolis 55402
Louis Benoit chose sales as his career while attending St. Thomas College in St. Paul. Time passed and after 13 years of diversified sales experience in the commercial construction market Benoit changed jobs to join a manufacturing company as sales manager. It required only six months of experience in this area for him to realize the construction business was his field of interest. Once again he changed jobs, but this time to start his own company.

Benoit Inc. began in early 1970 as a one product company, in close consultation with local roofing contractors. Louis Benoit set out to market the Taper Foam System, a new concept of the time that involves taperind dead level roof decks with molded polystyrene. This system had to be acceptable to roofing contractors who are required to guarantee their work for at least two years and it had to be architecturally acceptable from the standpoint of flexibility and price as well. Architects often select the Taper Foam System of tapering because of its high thermal efficiency as they are concerned with a client's future operating expenses in the face of rapidly rising fuel costs.

"Diversification was the prime concern when establishing Benoit Inc.,” explained Benoit.
CERAMIC TILE ELIMINATES HIGH COSTS OF SWIMMING POOL MAINTENANCE.

That's what officials at Park Senior High School, Cottage Grove, Minnesota, concluded when they totaled the cost of maintaining their painted pool from 1966 to 1972.

The maintenance and contracted work included sandblasting, painting, cleaning paint chips from the filtering system, daily pool cleaning, etc.

Officials decided to cut costs with Ceramic Tile early this spring. Now with work completed, they have a beautiful pool that will last indefinitely—^with minimum maintenance.

Before — pool surface is cracking and peeling (see inset). Pool needs daily cleaning and filtering system maintenance once a week.

After sandblasting paint and cleaning surface, Ceramic Tiling begins.

Guildset Craftsman beats Tile into setting bed for permanent installation.

Grouting completes installation of trouble-free Ceramic Tile.

After — pool has durable Ceramic Tile surface that won’t chip or peel. Maintenance costs are cut and pool will look new for years.

Matson & Wegleitner Architects, Inc.
By Craig Washing

Craig Washing is publicity chairman for the Producer's Council.

The Minnesota-Dakota Chapter of the Producers' Council is one of 51 chapters located in the nation's major market areas. Producers' Council is the national organization of manufacturers who produce structural steel, brick, interior furnishings, glass, lighting, heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment, etc., used in construction.

The local chapter serves as a vital link among the architects, the manufacturers, the rest of the construction industry and government at national and local levels. It serves the entire industry — owners, architects, engineers, contractors, home builders and many others. Producers' Council is the only association dedicated to programs and service for the entire building products field — with a local membership consisting of a wide cross section of quality building products manufacturers.

Since our local chapter is charged with the responsibility of providing a channel of communications with, and service to, design professionals and other key individuals in the construction industry who influence the selection of building products, our year's activities include:

1. Participation in the MSA activities as a chapter. This association goes on throughout the year with informational meetings, product exhibits and related sponsorship. It reaches its crescendo at the annual MSA convention.
2. More than 30 "Satellite" table top display meetings in outlying cities in Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota and South Dakota.

The 1974-75 officers of the Minnesota/Dakota Chapter are:

President — Oscar Hallgren of MacArthur Company
First Vice-president — Bob Snow of Snow-Larson, Inc.
Second Vice-president — David Ziegler of Pella Products, Inc.
Treasurer — Don O'Reilly of Johns-Manville Sales Co.
Secretary — Ken Kline of Owens Corning Fiberglas Corp.

These men, along with more than 50 other local members, are dedicated to serving all phases of the construction industry, becoming an integral part of the total "building team."

Combining local expertise with nationally organized traveling seminars is yet one more step in Producers' Council's desire to offer a total education opportunity, 1972 saw such a nationwide seminar, offering practical solutions to "The Energy Crisis." It was the local chapter's responsibility to organize, and in turn host, the seminar in Minneapolis. The seminar, long before energy conservation acquired national prominence, was extremely successful, thanks mainly to the wide response by members and invited guests. The seminar demonstrated another full-fledged effort by Producers' Council to keep the "pipeline" flowing with information from manufacturer to user.

We all may occasionally ask, "Who needs Producers' Council?" The answer, quite simply, is "anyone, from all levels of construction, dedicated to using the best material in the best manner at the best time."

Hopefully, that desire is shared by all of us; consequently, we all need Producers' Council.
**New Products**

**SPACE PANELS**

ATTRACTION MOVABLE DIVIDERS
FOR SCHOOL OR COMMERCIAL USE

Panel Literature Available
For Office Design Planning

Complete descriptive literature on planning for the use of movable space panels is available from the Neal Slate Co. The attractive space panel dividers are often used commercially in office situations or in schools. Included in the catalog are general planning considerations for those responsible for office expansion, operation, and design along with complete specifications. For a copy of the material contact the Neal Slate Co., 7975 Wallace Rd., Eden Prairie, Minn. 55343.

**Pyrotex 100 Ceilings**

Brochure Emphasizes Flexibility
Of Pyrotex 100 Ceiling Tile

Maximum flexibility in ceiling tile design is described in a new Pyrotex 100 ceiling tile brochure. The product is well illustrated with photos and ceiling tile layouts. Pyrotex 100, created to avoid some restrictions imposed by ordinary ceiling panel modules, is particularly suitable for institutional specifications, where moveable partitions or lighting fixtures might pose problems. The brochure is available from Simpson Timber Co., 900 Fourth Ave., Seattle, Wash. 98164.

**Dayflex Plastic Hose**

Air Movement Control
With Dayflex Plastic Hose

Wire-reinforced Dayflex hose could be used in decorative applications in addition to its present application as a vehicle for low pressure air movement. The clear plastic hose and other types are available in diameters ranging from 5/8 inch to 2 1/2 inches. Selected diameters can be ordered in continuous lengths up to 250 feet. For more information write Dayco Corp., marketing services, 333 West First Street, Dayton, Ohio 45402.

**LANDSCAPE SYSTEMS INC**

**OFFERS**

QUALITY WOOD PRODUCTS

BENCHES TABLES
SASH & SCREENS STAINED GLASS CUSTOM DESIGNS

5049 BROOKLYN BLVD
MINNEAPOLIS MN 55429
New Product Offers Two Hour Fire Rating

The insulating properties of All-weather Crete have combined to provide a metal roof deck system unsurpassed in fire protection. The product provides a seamless insulation having a better k factor than other poured roof deck insulations (.40 k-factor). The product is a factory blend of non-metallic refractory materials containing no asbestos. Unique properties make it possible to slope the insulation, thus providing positive drainage. Contact Silbrico Corp. 6300 River Rd., Hodgkins, Ill. 60525. (312) 735-3322.

SOONER OR LATER
OPEN OFFICE

CORPORATE IMAGE
6700 EXCELSIOR BLVD.
MPLS. MN. 933-7714

WESTINGHOUSE ASD GROUP

PROGRESS . . .
through TESTING

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.

Physical, environmental and performance testing (including non-destructive metallurgical, construction materials, soil mechanics, chemical analysis and investigational) in well-equipped laboratories. Field work expedited using mobile vans and field laboratories. Inspection, product development, quality assurance procedures, special investigations and court testimony.

TWIN CITY TESTING AND ENGINEERING LABORATORY, INC.
662 Cromwell Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55114 Tel. 645-3601

DULUTH, MINN.
Lakehead Testing Laboratory, Inc.
226 No. Central Ave.
628-2295

ROCHESTER,
MINN.
609 6th Ave. N.W.
288-7050

SIoux FALLS, S.D.
4909 N. Cliff Ave.
332-5371

WATERLOO, IA.
529 Logan Ave.
232-6591

BISMARCK, N.D.
1906 East Broadway
223-8149

FARGO, N.D.
2105 7th Ave. N.
235-4256

GRAND FORKS,
N.D.
2003 Gateway Drive
778-3168

MINOT, N.D.
Hwy 83 S at
Harrison Ave.
332-6674

LA CROSSE, WIS.
214 Cass Street
782-6110

ROADS

DEEP STRENGTH

TH. 56 & DICKMAN TRAIL EAST
INVER GROVE HEIGHTS, MINN. 55075
PHONE: 451-1787
Townsend Solid Hardwood Plank Paneling
(Unmatched by any other wall covering)
Giles & Kendall Cedar Closet Panels
(100% aromatic Tennessee Red Cedar)
Hartco Wood Floor Tile
(Prefinished parquet flooring)

Hardwood — Softwood — Flooring — Plywood

509 No. Cleveland
St. Paul, Minnesota 55114
Branch Yard — Fargo, No. Dakota

WHAT'S A BARTLEY?

IT'S RESLITE
THE FINEST
ALL-WEATHER
RESILIENT
RUNNING TRACK

ASK THESE SATISFIED USERS
Bloomington-Lincoln
Rosemount High School
Mound High School
St. Cloud-Apollo H.S.
Grand Rapids High School
Forest Lake High School
Bismarck N.D. H.S.
Albert Lea H.S.
Austin H.S.
Platteville Wis. State

Call us on this
or any Building Specialty
929-0001

BARTLEY SALES CO. INC.
3550 Dakota Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55416

BRICK / CEMENT / TILE / GYPSUM PRODUCTS

WE HAVE THE FINEST FACE BRICK, PATIO
BRICK, FLOOR BRICK, AND PAVERS IN THE
MIDWEST

FACE BRICK — BUILDING SUPPLIES
AND SPECIALITIES —
STRUCTURAL GLAZED AND UNGLAZED
FACING TILE
CEMENT — LIME — COMMON BRICK
REFRACTORY MATERIALS
DRY WALL — THERMO POLYSTYRENE
RIGID INSULATION
INTERPACE FRANCISCAN TERRA-GRANDE
FLOOR AND WALL TILE

WUNDER-KLEIN
DONOHUE CO.
1123 GLENWOOD AVE.
MPLS., MINN. 55405
TELEPHONE: 374-5050

CORNING
DONOHUE INC.
1407 MARSHALL AVE.
ST. PAUL, MINN. 55104
TELEPHONE: 645-6631

W.L. Hall Co.

Wausau Aluminum Windows
And Curtain Wall
Alenco Double Hung And
Sliding Windows
Kesko Thermo Sash Windows
Carda Teak Windows
Coast to Coast Steel
Windows
Kalwall Panels and Skylights
Tubecraft Aluminum Entrances
Hickman Aluminum Fascia
And Water Dam System
Foldoor Partitions and
Folding Walls
Chemclad Plastic Laminate
Doors
Hofco — Custom Enclosures
2816 Dupont Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota
827-2839
of a thousand of more persons with the Twin Cities Area between 1965 and 1970, there was a net in-flow of population from the nearby metropolitan areas of Chicago, Milwaukee, and Omaha and eastern metropolitan areas of Detroit, Cleveland, Columbus, New York and Norfolk.

A net out-flow of population from the Twin Cities Area to the following metropolitan areas was experienced between 1965 and 1970:

in the East — Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Washington;
in the Midwest — Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis and Kansas City;
in the West — Denver, Seattle-Tacoma, Portland, the San Francisco Bay Area, the Los Angeles Region, San Diego, Phoenix and Honolulu;
and in the South — Dallas, Houston, Miami and Tampa-St. Petersburg.

Among these metropolitan areas, Miami, Tampa-St. Petersburg, Houston, Phoenix, San Diego and Portland each experienced a population flow from the Twin Cities of two to four times the flow to the Twin Cities Area.

Thus the greatest population exchanges experienced by the Twin Cities Area are with other parts of the Upper Midwest, whose net flow to the Twin Cities Area more than offsets a net flow from the Twin Cities Area to other metropolitan areas across the United States.

Within the Twin Cities Area, the sections with the greatest influx of new residents during the 1965-1970 period were in the newly developing suburban areas of single family homes, and in areas with apartments and rental units. The areas with the lowest influx of new population were in established, stable neighborhoods, primarily in the core cities and close-in suburbs.

Residents of the two core cities are generally much less mobile than are suburban residents, primarily because the cities include significant numbers of older and less affluent persons. City residents who move tend to move to other parts of the core city in which they already live. Some established areas of close-in suburbs also find that a majority of persons who move in are from the core cities. There is little movement...
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from the core cities directly to the newer, developing suburban residential areas. Generally, less than 20% of new residents in outlying suburban developments come from the core cities.

Suburban residents, tend to move to farther-out suburbs; very few suburban residents move into the core cities. Only in the southwestern edge of Minneapolis and the southeastern corner of St. Paul, as many as one-fourth and one-third, respectively, of those who moved in came from suburban areas in the 1965-1970 period. Overall, 5.3% of Minneapolis' population and 4.3% of St. Paul's population in 1970 was living in the suburbs in 1965. Single young adults from outside the Twin Cities Area are inclined to move into rental areas in the core cities; previous non-metropolitan families are overwhelmingly inclined to locate in suburban sections of the metropolitan area.

Single young adults from outside the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area are concentrated in apartments and rental units south and southwest of downtown Minneapolis and in southeast Minneapolis near the University of Minnesota. Previous non-Twin Cities Area families with children concentrated in largest numbers in the newer developing single family residential communities south of the Minnesota River in the 1965-1970 period, including Burnsville, Apple Valley, Egan and Lakeville. To a lesser extent, Bloomington, Edina, parts of Minnetonka Village, Brooklyn Park, Blaine, Coon Rapids, Cottage Grove, and Woodbury have attracted non-Twin Cities Area families. Families coming from other major metropolitan areas in the nation, tend to settle in the south and southwest suburbs of Minneapolis. In-migrant families to the Metropolitan Area from other parts of the Upper Midwest, are more scattered in their living locations, probably because they tend to be more familiar with the Twin Cities Area, and may have friends or relatives in a variety of locations.

Commutation

The dispersal of population outward from the Twin Cities Area and other urban centers in the Upper Midwest has been closely related to improved highway access. The automobile allows people a great range of residential choice from a specific employment location. Thus, commuting in many cases can become a substitute for migration. People may commute 50 miles or mor e in an hour by automobile, whereas when the Upper Midwest
was settled and towns established that same distance one-way required a hard day's journey. This new accessibility has brought rapid population growth to many rural areas, that are near urban centers. The extent to which energy shortages and higher gasoline prices may inhibit this trend, is not yet clear.

Among these commuting zones, that around the Minneapolis-St. Paul Area is by far the most extensive and affects the largest population. At least 10% of the employed population living as far north as central Pine, Kanabec and Mille Lacs Counties, works in the Twin Cities Area — distances up to 80 miles and more. Most of Wright and Sherburne Counties fall within this 10% commuting zone, as do parts of Benton, Stearns, Meeker and McLeod Counties. Parts of LeSueur, Rice and Goodhue Counties also fall within this zone, as well as most of Pierce and St. Croix Counties and parts of Polk and Burnett Counties, Wisconsin.

Some of the commuters are long-time small town and rural residents, seeking to supplement or replace their earnings with more lucrative employment opportunities. These include small and part-time farmers and small businessmen. But a large and increasing share of the commuters are recent in-migrants who have moved outward from the five-county SMSA, seeking open space, a "good environment" and lower cost single family housing.

Effects of Migration

Studies have consistently found that most migrants tend to be happier and experience greater economic success as a result of moving. But whether migration causes the improvements in well-being, or whether migrants would have succeeded in any case, is subject to question. The success of migrants may in large measure be related to the characteristics of the migrants themselves. Migrants tend to have higher levels of educational attainment and employment status, tend to be more ambitious, enterprising, and achievement-oriented than those left behind, but may often be slightly below the average in social and economic achievement levels of areas to which they migrate.¹

Material progress after moving, however, is usually rapid. In the case of rural to urban migrants, the earnings experienced by such persons are equal to the urban non-movers within five years.² For the most part, those who migrate tend to see migration as a type of long-term personal investment, which may have short-range costs but long-term benefits. The evidence suggests that the individual migrant is personally rewarded in both economic and social terms after having moved.

From a national perspective, migration can be a somewhat haphazard response to a shifting labor market, drawing workers from labor surplus areas to areas of labor shortage and from lower income areas to higher income areas. The better educated, more skilled, and younger workers are attracted to certain areas — and this tends to have a multiplier effect. The migrants themselves expand local markets and the local quality of labor, which in turn attracts more employment and more migrants in a self-generating growth momentum. As an example, the scenic areas of Oneida and Vilas Counties in northern Wisconsin draw upper middle income persons from Chicago and Milwaukee, who bring with them new capital investments, which in turn attract a wide range of retail and service functions.

The net effect of migration is to take the young, educated and skilled from one location and transfer them to another, leaving behind an older, less well-educated, and less-skilled population with diminished productive potential, which is not conducive to
employment expansion or coping adequately with changing community needs. Thus, as an area experiences continuing out-migration over several decades, it may lack the human resource capability and attributes necessary to make economic adjustments.

Those communities that experience in-migration also experience new investment capital that take advantage of an expanding qualified labor force. Growth compounds growth — the rich areas become richer, while the poor areas become relatively poorer — and the disparity between communities and between regions within the United States becomes more pronounced. Thus, while population mobility usually operates to the advantage of the individual and promotes national economic processes, it may threaten community viability and equality of opportunity.

Effects of Energy Shortages on Settlement

At first glance, energy shortages would seem to encourage increased development in core cities and a cessation or reversal of population dispersal trends. On the other hand, the desire of many Upper Midwest people to live in small towns or rural areas, in single family homes with abundant open space, shows no evidence of abating. This desire for a rural or small town environment has often been compromised with the employment opportunities of growing urban areas.

It seems unlikely that those who have made decisions to live farther from their place of employment will reverse that decision because of fuel costs alone. Those who own second homes are potentially not likely to sell them, but may use them more infrequently and stay for longer periods. Energy shortages will probably slow the rate of urban dispersal, at least in the next few years, and increase the utilization of much vacant land in and near urban centers. But a low density style of life in the Upper Midwest is an established phenomenon and many residents will likely find a way to achieve this objective by reducing the numbers of trips, driving smaller cars and making other sacrifices as necessary.

On the basis of average distance to work and to essential services, urban service centers from about 5,000 to 20,000 population may be more transportation efficient than either rural areas or metropolitan areas. If so, these urban areas may continue to attract new employment and experience significant new growth as a result of energy shortages. The Twin Cities Area may experience a reduction of exurban sprawl and more compact development in nearby suburbs through utilization of vacant parcels, but little if any increase in core city densities. It would be premature, however, to view these possible effects of energy shortages on Upper Midwest settlement patterns as more than speculation.
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6. For every 1,000 Upper Midwest households in 1970, there were 67 second homes owned by Upper Midwest residents. Each of the Upper Midwest states exceeded the national second home rate of 46 per 1,000.

Northwest Architect
Anna Bliss Show

Anna Campbell Bliss, formerly of Minneapolis, will exhibit her modular serigraphs at the Suzanne Kohn Gallery, 1690 Grand Avenue, St. Paul Thursday, October 10, 1974 through October 31. There will be a public reception for the artist Thursday evening, October 10 from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. at the Gallery. Regular gallery hours are 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

Mrs. Bliss received her degree in art history from Wellesley College and Master of Architecture from the Graduate School of Design, Harvard University, followed by a year of study and travel in Europe. She studied color and design with Gyorgy Kepes at MIT and with Josef Albers in his Minnesota seminars, continuing her painting and printmaking studies with Cameron Booth, Malcolm Myers and other Minnesota artists while practicing architecture and interior design.

She has been visiting lecturer on color at the University of Utah, California State Polytechnic College, Salt Lake Art Center and the Walker Art Center, where she also served as guest editor of the Design Quarterly.

Among many awards for architecture and interior design were selection for the “New Talent Annual” and traveling show by Art in America in 1959 and regional winner for the midwest and mountain states in the Celanese Interior Design Competition in 1961. Most recently her design for a Scottsdale residence was selected by the National Society of Interior Designers for exhibition at Expo '70, Osaka, Japan.

Her paintings and prints are in the collections of the Metropolitan Museum, NYC; the Art Institute of Chicago; Marriott Library, Salt Lake City; Fine Arts Museum, University of Utah; Salt Lake Art Center; Minami Gallery, Tokyo and many private collections.
Earl Brink Named
PSI Board Chairman

Earl W. Brink, president of Prestressed Concrete, Inc., Anoka, Minnesota, has been named chairman of the board of Precast Systems, Inc. (PSI). "Before his acceptance of this chairmanship, Earl Brink served as vice-chairman and has been active in committee and board activities for the last several years," stated Howard O. Gilbertsen, PSI president.

Brink, a graduate of the University of Minnesota Institute of Technology with a major in architecture, has been with Prestressed Concrete, Inc. for more than 20 years, serving as president for the last nine.

Prestressed Concrete, Inc. is a charter member of PSI and one of the founding companies of PSI as the national organization of precast, prestressed manufacturers with systems building capability from coast to coast and in Canada.

Through PSI, three precast concrete building systems are available in all construction markets: Versa-space for commercial and industrial buildings, for multi-unit housing including motels/hotels and apartments and for office buildings. Presently under development is a new and innovative precast concrete system for parking garages.
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Taking Thought with Prestressed Concrete

The frontier general store was the full-service retailer in its day. It sprang up and thrived wherever American civilization took it, from the early Jamestown settlements, to the California gold fields. From Canadian fur territories to Texas cattle country. The general store was an institution out of which modern retail selling has developed.

Today, retailing has become so specialized that custom designed structures to house them are built for maximally efficient and profitable operation.

The Maid of Scandinavia building, constructed of Prestressed Concrete, is such a structure. Designed to combine mail order, retail store, warehouse and offices under one roof, the building has 000 square feet of floor space in three levels. 82,000 Square feet of Double-Tee floor and roof slabs were used. 2,000 Linear feet of Prestressed beams and 106 columns were used. The structure was both efficient and economical.

Prestressed Concrete building units provided many construction advantages. Fabricated off the job and independent of high-priced, on-site construction cost factors: pieces shipped as needed to the site: erection was fast and trouble free.

Completed Maid of Scandinavia building is a great source of pride for its owners and a convenience to its many customers.

Project: Maid of Scandinavia
St. Louis Park, Minnesota

Architect: Mastny/Paulsen, Architects
Minnetonka, Minnesota

Engineers: Bakke and Kopp, Inc.
St. Louis Park, Minnesota
Architectural plaster made the musically impossible possible for the Minnesota Orchestral Association. The objective was to create a hard reflective ceiling surface with many facets designed to diffuse sound. In addition, the ceiling had to be thick and heavy to contain the sound. Esthetics, durability, and minimum maintenance were important considerations.

Architectural plaster met all of these goals and the job itself was completed in just 4½ months.

The project was begun by prefabricating the cubes in a separate building. Cubes were assembled of 2 inch channel iron, forming a grid. The cubes were then suspended from the roof and integrated with a neutral ceiling plane. Locating the cubes properly was strategically critical to optimal sound reflection.

The entire ceiling surface was lathed and plastered with a scratch, brown and finish coat. Total plaster thickness was 1 1/2 inches (double normal thickness) to achieve a ceiling weight of 15 pounds per square foot. The entire lathing and plastering job totaled 120,000 square feet which included ceiling, tiers, balconies, hallways and 54 foot high columns. Work was completed on schedule (without overtime) in just 4½ months—music to everyone's ears.